10:00 – 10:10 Welcome & Introduction

10:10 – 10:30 Introduction to NSF International Regulations for decentralized systems in North America - General information (Benjamin Germiat. Regional Business Development Director and Customer Care - Water Systems - EMEA, NSF International)

10:30 – 10:50 Decentralized systems - Growing market for the future (Dr. Elmar Dorgeloh. Director PIA)

10:50 – 11:10 European Commission's view on Water Reuse (EU DG Environment)

11:10 – 11:30 International acceptance of water reuse projects (Prof. Jörg Drewes. TU München. Chair IWA Water Reuse Specialist Group)

11:30 – 11:50 European activities on standardization - Use of treated wastewater (Bettina Schürmann. Chair CEN TC165 WG50)

11:50 – 12:10 Potential for certified products - International activities on water reuse (Dr. Martina Defrain. Head of PIA Water Reuse Department)

12:10 – 13:10 LUNCH

13:10 – 13:40 Decentralized water treatment in Italy (Mirko Reinberg. NSF Consultant)

13:40 – 14:00 Environmental Technology Verification – Water Technologies (Izabel Ratman-Klosinska. JWT Ś IETU Katowice)

14:00 – 14:20 Technologies and test methods for decentralized stormwater treatment systems (Daniel Verschitz. Head of PIA Material Department)

14:20 – 15:00 PODIUM DISCUSSION AND COFFE BREAK

15:00 – 15:20 Use of rainwater for urban purpose (Dietmar Sperfeld. fbr)

15:20 – 15:40 Rainwater - Drinking Water. (Clemens Neff. PIA Water Reuse Department)

15:40 – 16:00 Water infrastructure – Intelligent Systems for the future (Dr. Eve Menger-Krug. Fraunhofer ISI)

16:00 – 16:30 Closing lecture